GENERATION Y: MODERATING EFFECT OF MOTIVATION ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REWARDS AND LOYALTY
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ABSTRACT
Employee loyalty among generation Y workers has been focus in many studies as many employees in this generation job hop from one organization to another. One of the main reason found is the opportunity of better compensation and rewards in other organization. Thus, the focus of this study is to investigate the relationship between rewards and loyalty among generation Y. Besides that, previous research stated that through rewards, employee gain motivation to stay committed to the organization. Hence, motivation is studied as the moderator of the relationship between rewards and loyalty. The self-administered questionnaires were distributed to generation Y in the capital of Malaysia regardless of their sectors and level of management. Structural models were constructed for hypothesis testing and the result founds that rewards have a significant relationship with loyalty. This study also found that motivations do not strengthening or weakening the effects of rewards on loyalty.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Loyalty issue among generation Y has arisen in much research as a problem of this generation and imposed risk for many organizations especially at the time of high competitiveness. Talent attraction and retention have become essential strategy in big organization that realizes the cost of high turnover and disloyalty. Besides that, employee loyalty related to desirable consequences such as employees’ high commitment, profitability, improves organizational performance and reduced attention to quit. Hence, organizations need to create and implement policies as well as strategies with employee’s loyalty as the main focus of the organization.

Besides that, disloyalty may cause turnover and incurred various costs on the organization. The cost of high turnover often greater than the cost of providing good rewards system as it does not only cost organization financially but also on organization performance. It also affected the motivation of remaining employees especially on knowledge transfer and morale. On the other hand, loyalty is not only about staying with the organization but also the commitment employees have when they are in the organization. Employee loyalty depicts the ability to direct employee behavior towards the realization of organizational goal.

Thus, disloyalty does not only cause turnover but also behavioral problem. In some cases, employee stays due to no other employment opportunity or high cost of switching so their commitment only at the par of getting a salary every month, without much motivation of doing their work. It causes a decline in job performance as they neglecting their responsibility in helping organization to achieve its goal.

Furthermore, based on the study conducted in 18 countries, involving 11000 generation Y workers, generation Y is more likely to stay with the company if they have a pay increase or bonus, a new challenge or promotion and being recognized by their employer and colleagues. This report shows that rewards and motivation play an important role in ensuring loyalty among generation Y and research on both subjects essential in understanding how it works. The loyalties that are based on the financial exchange between employees and their organization make them easily change the organization at the sight of better rewards. Besides that, generation Y workers continuously look for feedback from their managers and colleague in which they expect continuous direction in their performance as part of motivation. Therefore, this study aims to investigate the relationship between rewards and loyalty among generation Y and the interaction of motivation as the moderator.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Rewards, motivations and employee loyalty are very crucial issues in any organizations. It is through good rewards system together with the impact of motivation that organization can achieve organizational goals and objective. It is hope through these two factors too can it enforces employees’ loyalty towards the organization. By definition, employee loyalty is the ability of an employee to stay and be faithful to the organization for a certain extent. However, a more comprehensive definition of job loyalty, employee’s commitment towards the organization also included. It is stated that employee loyalty is the willingness of employees to expense and invest in while serving the organization in order to strengthen its development. This willingness to sacrifice is due to the strong feeling of responsibility employee has towards their organization.
These responsibilities originally started when employee start entering the organization. It is through psychological contract between employee and employers that the responsibility later converted to reward as the compensation of employees work. Reward is the benefits that the employees’ gain from serving the organization and fulfilling their responsibility. It can be broadly categorized into intrinsic (non-monetary) and extrinsic (monetary). Intrinsic reward is the result of completing the task which psychologically gains by the employees such as satisfaction, recognition, praise and others. Meanwhile, extrinsic reward is the monetary benefits employee received, compensated for their efforts and times working for the organization.

In the case of good performance, organization usually pays extra extrinsic rewards as a mean of recognition and appreciation. The extrinsic rewards are expected to fulfil physiological needs while intrinsic rewards fulfil the psychological need. It is part of psychological contract employees expected from their employment. Based on this understanding, rewards system is one of the important factors that mediate the employer and employee relationship. Once this psychological contract is broken, employee work will start to diminish, causing deviance behavior or worse, disloyalty among employees. Thus, it is expected that rewards has an influence in employee loyalty.

H1: There is a significant relationship between rewards and employee loyalty among Generation Y.

In addition to the relationship between rewards and employee loyalty, potential moderator effect of motivation may also need to be studied. Based on the previous study, rewards are able to improve employee performance through motivation in which motivation is a drive force that shape employee act and behavior in achieving both organizational and individual purposes. These forces originate within and beyond an individual and able to determine the form, direction, intensity and duration of work. It is from the process of motivation itself that require the process of arousing, directing and maintaining behavior towards a goal. Breaking the definition into components, motivation started with a drive or energy to act (arousal) which directed certain set of behaviours (direction) and persistency in making efforts (maintaining) until the goal is achieved.

The motivated behavior imparts commitment until completion of goal thus directly implies commitment towards the organization. Loyalty in the form of commitment drives the employee to act and even sacrifice their self-interest for the sake of their organization. The willingness to put aside the personal needs for the sake of the organization is the indicators of loyalty which may be based on the perceived obligation and reciprocity in the employment relationship. Hence, organizational strategies and policies must include employee motivation as part of the focus. Reward is one of the factor that motivate employees to perform as expected. A well-designed rewards system is necessary to motivate employees to put their best effort and encouraging sense of loyalty towards the organization. On the other hand, poor rewards system may cause dissatisfaction among employees then diminish their motivation to work and finally resulted in leaving the organization.
As employee loyalty is a complex multi-faceted construct, it can be viewed from various perspectives, either as a set of behavior, attitude or psychological traits. The behavior and attitude shown from loyalty reflected in the employee performance and values of loyalty make them stay with the company as long as they feel that their loyalty worthy. Thus, rewards system need to be effective in stimulating motivation from employee to encourage behavior directed in achieving organizational goals. Both intrinsic and extrinsic rewards must motivate employees’ behavior internally and externally towards the direction of organization. For instance, intrinsic rewards employee need from job satisfaction is part of the internal motivation required to maintain their efforts in achieving goals. Meanwhile, the extrinsic rewards strive to boost extrinsic motivation through external incentive such as bonus and other monetary rewards. Together, motivation may be able to strengthen the impact of rewards on loyalty. Therefore, it is expected that the effects of reward on loyalty are likely to be greater with high motivation from employees:

H2: Motivation strengthens the relationship between rewards and employee loyalty among Generation Y.

3. METHODS

The study use self-administered questionnaires which distributed to various generation Y employees in Kuala Lumpur area and its vicinity. Generation Y definition used in this study is the employees aged 17 to 37 years old. Out of the total questionnaire 300 questionnaires distributed, only 202 were used for this study with response rate of 67.3 per cents. Table 1 shows the summarized demographic profile of the respondents. The demographic profile of the respondents were analyzed using IBM SPSS while the structural equation modelling were constructed using IBM AMOS.

Table 1: Demographic profile of respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Attributes</th>
<th>Frequency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>42.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>57.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-20</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-25</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-30</td>
<td>22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-36</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sector</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Institution</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>35.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. RESULTS

The analysis involved Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) which tested on two main stages; measurement and structural model. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was used in analysing measurement model. The model fit assessed using category of model fit and after deleting items with low factor loading as well as setting the pair of redundant items as free parameter estimate, the measurement model found to be in a good fit for further analysis (c2/df = 2.297; CFI = 0.902; RMSEA = 0.080). The factor loading for of the manifest indicators onto their respective latent variables were all statistically significant, ranging from 0.60 to 0.90.

The reliability and validity of the model is shown in table 2. Reliability was measured using internal consistency reliability through Cronbach’s alpha coefficient and composite reliability. The result showed that the model has a good reliability as it meets a satisfactory level of composite reliability and Cronbach’s alpha with value more than 0.70. Meanwhile, validity is confirmed through convergent validity and discriminant validity. Convergent validity was assessed using average variance and the result shows that it is acceptable. In term of discriminant validity, it is met when the variance of its own measures is greater than value of variance shared with other constructs. Based on table 2, the discriminant validity is achieved with the entire square roots of the AVEs are greater than all inter-construct reliability.

In this study, 2 hypotheses were examined and the result of hypotheses testing showed in table 3 and fig. 1 (model 1) and fig. 2 (model 2). Table 3 shows the path coefficient between variables with (model 1) and without moderator (model 2). The result of model 1 shows that rewards have a significant relationship with employee loyalty. Moreover, the value of R2 shows that the constructs explain the loyalty at 68.0%. Thus, hypothesis 1 is supported.
### Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>α</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Rewards</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td><strong>0.705</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Motivation</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td><strong>0.775</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Loyalty</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>0.714</td>
<td><strong>0.711</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1:** Structural model 1 without moderator.

**Fig. 2:** Structural model 1.
After analyzing for direct relationship, interacting effect of motivation on loyalty was investigated for hypothesis 2. Fig 2 shows the model 2 after adding a moderator. However, as shown in table 3, the moderator has no significant effect on the relationship with p-value is not significantly different from zero (p = 0.202). Thus hypothesis 2 is not accepted and motivation is not a moderator variable even though there is a change in the variance of loyalty from 0.68 to 0.69.

Table 3: Statistical result of hypothesis testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothetical relationship</th>
<th>Path Coefficient</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R^2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1 Rewards -&gt; Loyalty</td>
<td>0.832</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After adding a moderator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward -&gt; Loyalty</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation -&gt; Loyalty</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2 (Reward x Motivation)</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSION
This study aimed to investigate the relationship between rewards and loyalty among generation Y with motivation as moderator. As the data involved various sectors, the focus on the study only on generation Y regardless of their type of employment and the sector they work in. Based on the results, rewards have direct effect on the loyalty and it is aligned with other research. The results of second hypothesis found that motivation does not moderate the relationship between rewards and employees among generation Y. It shows that motivation in this study is not sufficient to increase the impact of rewards on employee loyalty.

Rewards do not necessarily affect motivation as some employees seek more responsibility in their job and get motivation more based on the work aspects rather than external drive. For instance, freedom in work, space for creativity and task significance increase meaningfulness of their jobs and result in higher internal work motivation thus better work commitment. Besides that, generation Y worker also have potential fluidity in career especially with advancement of technology and globalization causing them to change organization based on their own value rather than organization aspects. They also have lowered level of organizational commitment and more concerned with high monetary rewards.
In conclusion, further research should investigate other factors that may moderate the effect between rewards and loyalty. The finding implied that great rewards system is essential to ensure employee loyalty among generation Y. However, the results must be used in caution as it does not eliminate the effects of other aspects of job characteristics or factors that may have influence on loyalty either in interaction of rewards or not. In practical, employers can do exit interview as a mean to gather data in relation to employee turnover and loyalty. Meanwhile, in research level, future study can include a larger sample and across range of different jobs requiring a wide range of skills that may increase statistical power.
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